ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Your Organisation is an Asset.
Are you treating it as one?

Adopting Asset Management
Asset Management is based on principles
and common sense. However, many turn
it into a technical oriented, detailed journey
that often disengages people along the
way and fails to deliver sustained value.

Asset Management
The challenge faced by most organisations
is how to adopt Asset Management to
realise sustained value without it being a
cost burden.

Asset Management is
about creating value,
delivering value, and
sustaining value.

Structured Change has years of experience
assisting organisations in how to adopt
Asset Management using a standard

approach that engages and empowers
people along the way.
Our starting point is the now. We
commence all engagements with our
combined knowledge and experience, and
at completion, we transfer everything over
to you without additional cost.

Asset Management is about creating
value, delivering value, and sustaining
value. ‘Asset Management’ is often
confused with the ‘Management of
Assets.’ They are complementary to one
another but serve a different purpose.
The advantage that Asset Management
has over other disciplines is that it can
be achieved with little cost because it is
driven on principles that can be applied
in a manner that suits any organisation.
Most organisations are conducting
Asset Management activities but do not
realise it.

The world is waking to the fact that
Asset Management delivers value for
organisations across the globe. The
realisation that an organisation is an
Asset in its own right is a paradigm shift
for most and remains a competitive
advantage for so few.
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Strategic Asset Management

Operational Asset Management

Simply put, “What is your approach to Asset Management?” This is usually
articulated in a Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP).

The execution or operationalisation of our Asset Management Plans (AMPs)
is where risk and cost become the focus.

How would you answer the following questions?
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How would you answer the following questions?

Are our investment decisions aligned to our
organisational (stakeholder) objectives?

Do our people understand why they are here and
their contribution to customer (stakeholder) value?

Do we know what assets we are accountable for that
underpin our value delivery?

Are our operations working to defined processes or
practices? (i.e., discretion)

Are our assets delivering value for stakeholders
(internal and external)?

How is operational knowledge transferred and
retained in and across our people?

Are we struggling in our adoption of
Asset Management?

Does our organisation have clearly defined
accountabilities and responsibilities (i.e., RACI)?

Do we have an Asset Management Policy?
Do we have a Strategic Asset Management Plan?

Do we have Asset Management Plans that deliver an
acceptable balance of cost, risk, and performance?

Do we understand the value that Asset Management
enables and sustains?

Do we measure the performance of Asset
Management in our organisation?

Do we consider non-asset solutions as part of our
decision-making process?

Do we measure performance with both lead and lag
measures in our operations?

Do we use lead measures to influence improvement
in our organisation.

Are our functions coordinated and effective in the
delivery of value? (i.e., Human Resources, Finance,
Operations, Maintenance, Supply Chain, Information
Technology, Engineering, Contract Management)
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Collaboration
(Change) Portal

Strategic
Real-time measurement of
change performance and
change effectiveness.

Are our Asset Management Plans adequately
resourced? (“over or under” resourced?)
Do we manage the competencies of our people?
(Do we view them as an asset in their own right?)

CHANGE LEADERSHIP
The collaboration that allows
stakeholders to comment, engage,
and interact with the change visually
and purposely.

Do we allow and enable collaboration across our
organisation to create, support and sustain a fit for
purpose AMS?
Are we able to demonstrate Plan, Do, Check and Act
(PDCA) across our organisation?

Operational effectiveness
Knowledge transfer
Process and practice
Operational assurance
Compliance (HSEQ)

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
BOTTOM UP
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Workplace collaboration
Realtime collaboration
Social engagement
Knowledge accessibility
Enable and empower people

Tactical

Do we have adequate inputs to our planning process?

Operational
Is the connection of the organisational
artefacts including systems, assets,
people, process, roles, IT, OT,
documents, and data.

Strategy delivery dashboards
C-Suite/E-Suite reporting
Visual organisational change
Link risk to opportunity
Visualise employee engagement

STAKEHOLDER VALUE

Are we applying Asset Management to our contract
management and project delivery?

CHANGE STRATEGY

PERFORMANCE

When considering your Asset Management System,
the following questions will assist you…

STRUCTURED CHANGE COLLABORATION PLATFORM

RISK

ISO55001 (International Standard
for Asset Management) provides
a framework to build your AMS,
however, the standard should be
adopted to suit your needs, not just to
satisfy the standard itself.

COST

An Asset Management System (AMS)
is more than a reference to an IT
system. It represents the framework
by which you plan, operate, measure
and improve your Asset Management
activities and outcomes.

TOP DOWN

Asset Management System

We encourage clients to take advantage of our
collaboration portal. The more people who are
engaged with the change, the more likely people
are to believe in the change.
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UNDERSTANDING & DEFINING VALUE

PHASE

Our
Approach

01

DISCOVER
(Why)

02

DEFINE
(What)
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ORGANISATION
STRUCTURED CHANGE

ACTION

03

DESIGN
(How)

04

DELIVER
(When)

05

DEPART
(Who)

Understanding the
objectives and drivers
for change

Agree on what good
looks like and the
scope of the change.

Create a roadmap
that complements
the attitude, ability
and appetite of the
organisation.

Deliver the roadmap
while maintaining
the desired balance
of Cost, Risk and
Performance.

Transfer knowledge
and move to business
as usual.

What is the purpose of
your organisation?

What are the
structures of your
organisation?

At what rate can
change be absorbed?

What is our change
readiness?

Are we ready to stand
on our own?

Do people understand
and accept the why?

What is the optimal
level of visibility and
transparency?

Does our behaviour
sustain the
changes made?

Are we adequately
engaging and
communicating?

Have we moved to an
outcome focused, no
blame culture?

Are we fully committed
to the journey?

Have we realised
value from the journey?

We use the Structured
Change Framework
as a vehicle for
change delivery.

We assist internal
change champions in
taking the lead.

OBJECTIVE

REFLECTION

DELIVERING & SUSTAINING VALUE

What is the
issue facing your
organisation?

What is your
organisational asset?

What are the risks and
opportunities ahead?

What does good
look like?

What is the history
and DNA of your
organisation?

What is the desired
balance of Cost, Risk,
and Performance?

We understand
the context of the
organisation.

We have agreed on
what needs to change.

We understand
stakeholder needs and
wants.
We understand the
landscape for the
changes ahead.
We have assessed the
attitude, appetite, and
the ability to change.

We have provided a
strategy for change.
We have translated
the vision of the
organisation into
objectives.
We have a messaging,
communication and
engagement strategy.

What are the early wins?
How do our key value
streams flow across
the organisation?

We have converted
objectives into
milestones.
We have designed
the deliverables and
activities to achieve
each milestone.

We adhere to change
governance.

We have considered
impacts to existing
business processes.

We manage and report
progress, risks, issues,
opportunities and
wins.

We have designed a
cultural change plan.

We identify internal
change champions.

We transition away
from the organisation.
We report on the
status of people,
process, technology,
behaviour, and
learnings.
We are proud to leave
value behind and
transition out.
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Structured Change
The zipper metaphor represents the
notion that once its teeth have been
pulled together the zipper needs
to hold (‘sustain’) until the next
conscious change.

Our Customers
Structured Change has delivered sustained value to the following industry segments.

PRIVATE
SECTOR

•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Engineering
Supply Chain
Operations

• Maintenance
• Facilities Management
• Utilities

•
•
•
•

Rail
Road
Maritime
Health

•
•
•
•

Making sure the zipper remains
together is further assured by the
Structured Change approach.
On one side of the zipper is people
change (Intangible) and on the other
side is delivery change (Tangible).

Asset (noun)
Anything that does or has
the potential to deliver value
for stakeholders.

Organisation (noun)

GOVERNMENT

Communities and Justice
Aviation
Policy Deployment
Supply Chain Strategies

Change (verb)
Make or become different

An organised group
of people with a
particular purpose.
CHANGE
STRATEGY

DEFENCE

NOT FOR PROFIT
(VOLUNTEER)

• Strategic Planning
• Cultural Alignment
• Asset Management
Plans
• Supplier Assurance

• Asset Management Systems
• Contract Management

• Strategic Asset
Management
• CMMS
• Asset Management
Workshops

• Asset Management
Society support
• Asset Management Advisory

Structured Change is a Certified Asset Management Assessor with over 20 years’
experience guiding organisations through the pragmatic implementation of fit for
purpose Asset Management. We have also have years of experience assisting clients
in their Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) implementations.
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Empower (noun)

CHANGE
LEADERSHIP

To give someone the
authority or freedom
to do something.

An occasion or situation
which makes it possible to do
something that you want to do
or have to do, or the possibility
CHANGE
MANAGEMENT of doing something.

Structured Change (noun)
A niche consulting company
with demonstrated capability
and capacity in delivering
sustainable, structural and cultural
change for organisations.

Opportunity (noun)

Structured Change (verb)

System (noun)
A set of connected things or
devices that operate together.

TANGIBLE (DELIVERY CHANGE)

An organisation that provides
a proven change framework
that will transform, realign and
reinvigorate an organisation
into an asset that delivers
sustainable value for its
stakeholders.

INTANGIBLE (PEOPLE CHANGE)
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Your Partner
in Change
Your organisation is an asset.
Structured Change will help you apply
Asset Management in a simple, pragmatic
way using a proven framework and approach
that is designed to embed sustained value in
your organisation.
Structured Change delivers change with
integrity. We do this because we place value
ahead of revenue in everything we do.
Your outcome is ours!
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information@structuredchange.com.au
www.structuredchange.com.au

SYDNEY OFFICE
Level 35, Tower One,
International Towers
100 Barangaroo Avenue
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia
1300 ORG CHG
(1300 674 244)

LONDON OFFICE
Level 17, Dashwood House
69 Old Broad Street
London, EC2M 1QS,
United Kingdom
0800 048 9875

